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Methodology: different projects, different 

motivations, different interpretations

Doing “something” systematically, according 

to a set of procedures and rules: determined 

by the context – 2 simplified examples:

Very specific: for example
a methodology to determine 

the characteristics of a 
spectrum sensing device

Relatively high-level: 
methodologies to 

experiment in a federated 
testbed environment
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Given a specific …
◦ physical environment

◦ transmitted signal

◦ antenna set-up

◦ power setting

◦ …

If a problem is very specific, a detailed 

methodology can be set up

example from

(CREW is about a lot 
more than this!)

… measure parameters x and y, while recording [using 
method z]:

◦ receiver location

◦ receiver antenna

◦ timestamps

◦ …

Lots of details, limited scope, 
useful to provide answers to a 

very specific question
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Higher-level problems require a different 

type of methodologies

How to facilitate Future Internet 
experiments (in the field of 
networking, applications, …) in 
and/or across different 
heterogeneous testbeds?
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Reasons why a project such as Fed4FIRE 

needs methodologies

High-level objectives:

 Helping the experimenters to experiment in the 

most efficient way possible

 Providing the testbeds and tools to do so
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Reasons why a project such as Fed4FIRE 

needs methodologies

Resulting high-level technical requirements
 make the steps in an experimentation process 

clear and simple

 reuse: allow a (set of) tool(s) to be used for more 
than a single testbed

 providing the possibility to run an experiment on 
different testbeds without having to change 
everything (allow comparison)

 the possibility to support the full range of very 
basic to very complex experiments
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Focus of remaining slides

Resulting high-level technical requirements
 make the steps in an experimentation process 

clear and simple

 reuse: allow a (set of) tool(s) to be used for more 
than a single testbed

 providing the possibility to run an experiment on 
different testbeds without having to change 
everything (allow comparison)

 the possibility to support the full range of very 
basic to very complex experiments

‘experimentation lifecycle’
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The experiment lifecycle

Resource discovery

Resource requirements

Resource reservation

Resource provisioning

• direct or orchestrated

Experiment control

Monitoring

• facility – infrastructure – experiment

Permanent storage

Resource release
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For example:

 common identities

 common APIs for listing/reserving resources

 common tools to provision the testbed

 common tools for monitoring

 …

This high-level experimentation 

methodology (lifecycle) is fully supported 

by common tools and APIs
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Enforcing the lifecycle while guiding the 

experimenter- example tool: jFed

1. Login using single account 2. Select desired resources
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Enforcing the lifecycle while guiding the 

experimenter- example tool: jFed

3. Design the experiment with a GUI

4. Setup SSH session to any 

resource with a single mouse click
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Enforcing the lifecycle while guiding the 

experimenter- example tool: jFed

5. Control your experiment

6. Automated release of resources after the experiment
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Your testbed can also benefit from 

Fed4FIRE methodologies and tools!

Thanks to methodological approach:

- Re-use saves years of implementation effort

- Facilitates repeatability

see: http://www.fed4fire.eu/add-your-facility/
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Methodology allows scaling experiments

 Being able to scale up is an actual problem: 

from simple basic test, to large-scale 

experiment

 upcoming: an experiment is set-up which 

will run across 1000 physical nodes across 

the globe
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More info – thank you!

This work was carried out with the support of the Fed4FIRE-project (“Federation for FIRE"), 
an Integrated project funded by the European Commission through the 7th ICT-Framework 
Programme. (318389). It does not necessarily reflect the views of the European 
Commission. The European Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the 
information contained herein.

iMinds: www.iminds.be
iMinds technical testing (iLab.t): http://ilabt.iminds.be
CREW: www.crew-project.eu
Fed4FIRE: www.fed4fire.eu
jFed tool: http://jfed.iminds.be

e-mail: {first.last}@intec.ugent.be

http://www.iminds.be/
http://ilabt.iminds.be/
http://www.crew-project.eu/
http://www.fed4fire.eu/
http://jfed.iminds.be/

